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Since the beginning of time humanity has hunted and gath
ered food. This holds true today, but the nature of the hunt
ing and gathering has changed. Today we hunt in the rela
tively tame jungle of the supermarket. Here, we decide
which type of cheese we would like or how much hamburg
er we want ground. The times have changed but the basic
ingredient is still the same - food. Foods marriage to tech- Figure 1
nology has wrenched it from nature and thrown it into the "plastic
world."
The focus on
prepackaging and other plastics has caused food to become a metaphor for our culture-our
progression from down home
cookin'
to T. V. dinners to precooked pre made preprocessed
Thanksgiving Dinners, these all demonstrate the mass acceptance of plastic food. We should
thank our local grocer next time we say tidings at the table. For with out the grocer, could you
skin and butcher your own dinner?
if, -j&z
**-
Over the last century technology has allowed us to produce and
communicate our needs and desires in all aspects of our culture.
Food is no exception. It has long been the topic of conversa
tion and discussions. We have the technology to make it bet
ter, faster and tastier than ever before. Food has found its way
into our lives through: the media, the grocer, and also the
artist. One such artist, Daniel Sporrie, even states that, "to
buy a tomato while realizing that it's a work of art, that one is
Figure 2 buying and participating in a great spectacle. In a spectacle
what is false becomes true, provided one chooses to enter into the
game."! It should come as
no surprise than that one of the earliest known paintings is on a cave wall and depicts a bison
hunt. (fig. 2)2 Food has long been a catalyst for discovering and uncovering the underlying
currents of different cultures. Our culture is no exception.
My current body ofwork; "Beef You Feel Good
About,"
reflects upon the changes technology
has had on our culture, by reexamining the way in which we buy, package and sell food. I
hope to give insight into this highly developed, quickly changing culture. Before I begin, I
would like to briefly discuss some artists who have also used food and technology to examine
their own culture. Food and its relationship to culture has had such an effect on artists that it
appears as subject matter throughout the gamut of history.
Chaim Soutine; a Lithuanian painter, was especially
known for his painting of food and animals, (fig. 3) The
importance of food came about for Soutine "by the lack of
it in his childhood. Soutine suffered terrible poverty and
hunger. His paintings hold an emotional charge"3 that
must be linked to the small town he grew up in along with
Hgure 5
^e constant reminder of the religious and culture impor
tance food held. The subject matter in which his still life's were emotionally wrought included
such items as fish, fowl, bacon, lemons, tomatoes, and beef. These items were only available to
him through the paints he used. Even after he achieved fame and fortune, his stomach ulcer
prevented him from enjoying any of them once he f ; |; ^,5^5
7-
~m&
could afford them. His paintings show the direct gf
^-'^P^"'
connection between the artist and the influence
their culture has upon them.
In Hieronomous Bosch's Garden of Unearthly
Delights (fig. 4) he uses food allegories to paint pic
tures of repressed desires. The left panel called,
Creation ofEve displays the "forbidden
fruit"
along ^^h^J\}
with the growing anticipation of being plucked.
.-'<=-
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Figure 4
This panel also shows Adam and Eve in the foreground watching animals devouring each
other. The central panel known as The Fall of Man we see more obvious metaphors such as;
"cherries, strawberries, raspberries and grapes that are
offered to the human figures, and which they devour with
enjoyment. These are nothing but the godless symbols of
sexual pleasures. The apple-boat that serves the lovers as a
refuge is reminiscent of the female breast, the birds symbol
ize lewdness and ignominy, the sea-fish lust or anxiety, the
shell is the symbol of the female. Bosch here paints a strik
ing picture of repressed
desires."4 (fig. 5)
Figure 5
Bosch also uses food and the ideas of consumption to look at our culture. He places food with
specific allegorical meaning in his central panel which represents the fall ofman. One could
possibly see the implications of sex, desire and consumption he implies.
Giuseppe Arcimboldo, whose whimsical and humorous paint
ings were often considered silly until discovered by the surreal
ists, used fruit to create objects rather than using them as
objects. His painting Summer (fig. 6) consists of the fruits one
would encounter in this season. Fruits such as pears, peaches,
cherries and grapes all form together to make a portrait.
Figure 6
The New Realism and Photorealism movements, born in the late 1960's as a reaction to the
Abstract Expressionist artists said something very different. Gone was emotion, color, poetry,
and in came reality. By using photographs, Richard Estes perfected his work to the point
where reality and illusion became one. What
Estes chose to portray was "a world familiar to
millions ofAmericans. In this the everyday was transformed into fine
art."5 His Gordon's Gin6
painting is a street scene including a billboard with "Gordon's Biggest Selling Gin In England,
America, The World!"7 proudly displayed in the center of the piece.
Estes'
images are a cele
bration ofAmerican popular culture. He saw this particular scene, photographed it and then
reproduced it exactly as it appeared in the photograph.
Felix Gonzalez-Torres uses food or rather sweets to reference many aspects of his life. (fig. 7)
For example his "celebrated candy spills, such as his Untitled (Welcome Back Heroes) of 1991, a
400 - pound stack of red, white and blue wrapped Bazooka gum,
'memorializing'
the Gulf War.
Other candy pieces include portraits of his boyfriend and himself, and others, in which the
candy has the same weight as his subjects. Who
can resist candy? Thus the metaphoric associations
of his materials permit Gonzales-Torres to construct
works which share what amounts to a formal invita-
* ; X ^tion to the audience to participate by slowly ingest-
(ing them, sweet by sweet."8
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^j^^^^rurthermore Gonzalez-Torres Untitled Placebo9
pieces refer to experimental drugs often used in clinics. His 1991 Placebo piece consisted of
1000 - 1200 pounds of silver-foil wrapped candies, laid out like a huge carpet across the floor of
the Andrea Rosen Gallery in New York. Here "Placebo immediately involves us in the cultur
al field of the medical clinical trials of potential treatment
drugs."10 But there are so many dif
ferent meanings associated with Gonzalez-Torres works that even the critiques are puzzled.
"There is thus a complex, shifting relationship among
Gonzalez-Torres's various candy pieces,
which has not been apparent to critics who regard his use of sweets as if they were traditional,
fixed iconographic
symbols."11
Gonzalez-Torres'
work itself, "introduces the metonymous
shade ofAndyWarhol, and connotations of blue Marilyns, Lizs,
Electric Chairs, and so
on."
Figure 8
Jean Pigozzi is a New York photographer who
tries to capture people in everyday events and
with an almost voyeuristic look into peoples
lives as they interact within our social struc
ture. His Thanksgiving Dinner in a New York
Indian Restaurant, (fig. 8) is an excellent
example of the way our culture centers its
entirety around the consumption of food.
The conceptual artist Marcel Broodthaers is anoth
er example of an artist who, "delights in incongru
ous juxtapositions and the creation of visual para
doxes through the combination of worlds, everyday
objects and printed
material."
His sculpture
Casserole and Closed Mussels (fig.9) consists of a tall
pile of mussel shells held together with green-tinted
resin which evokes the presence of the sea. ^Figure 9
Broodthaers intends this work not only as a satire on the Belgian bourgeoisie but also as a
metaphor for his home country of Belgium; where mussels are the national dish.
Wayne Thiebaud's early work (fig. 10) was devoted to
the depiction of all-American foods, especially pies,
which he executed in an impassive, realist style using
thick, juicy pigments. He often repeated variations of a
single object as though "they were on display in a cafe
teria, presenting them almost as ritualistic offerings to
the spectator. The blatant rendition of the unmistak-
able consumer items, concentrating on their texture, color and shape, makes the painting an
important example ofAmerican Culture."12
Giorgio De Chirico created Metaphysical Pointings13 that used imag
inative and mysterious imagery. Among them he often used food
for symbolic meaning. Take for example his painting The
Uncertainty of the Poet (fig. 1 1 ) in which he places bananas in the
foreground next to a plaster cast of a woman's bust which he uses
to represent human eroticism. This was commonly used by the
surrealists as visual puns and metaphors throughout their work.
Figure 11
Popular culture, in many different ways, references our obsession with food. Wacky packages
came out in the early seventies by Madd magazine. These were trading cards with humorous,
punchy, often sardonic witticism towards the consumer culture; they soon became a childhood
memory. Recently I stumbled upon a newer version ofWacky Packages. Topps company has
expanded on the old favorites like Squelch's Ape Juice and Cup of Poodles Soup14 by printing
manufacturer's coupons on the backside with everything including the dotted lines. Take for
example Chicken Licken: The Poultry Helper, (fig. 12) Beside the box ofChicken Licken is an
advertisement to entice the would be buyer into this particular product. The advertisement
reads as follow:
SAVE 14*
B Not |w am make iw uti
neilMlrelyMftfyMrtamrRft
iMtatfCMrtMtMmcMbtn
raflormitfiW Bo lit, cMnbral wtn-
'
hMtt!MnM tmt It IM* for
rUqr.HdfaqrLnqr
MptMWWr gro-
HOTRV ftMf GMMf
Ti^wh**s**?;*.
~- "r.r"'"" "~ "~~ ""
Figure 12
"Here sucker, sucker, sucker! Come and get
it! Now you can make your next holiday
meal entirely out of your favorite part - the
stuffing! Chicken Licken can be molded
into absolutely any shape or form - just add
water and dig in! No fat, cholesterol or
J annoying bones! Also-be sure to look for
10
Henny Penny, Goosey Lucy and foxy loxy Helper at your local supermarket or grocers today!
Who needs meat?"15
And a coupon for "Butter Up
"
(fig. 13) butter reads as follows:
"Fat Spread for People Who Long for Bypass
Surgery! Now you can get 100 times as
IOC OFFER EXPIRES THUR. 3:00 pjb.
IOC
save no& on
Now you can get 100 limes as
much butter in only one pat
Butter Up is scientifically corn-
id tot! No substitutes,no by
much butter in only one pat-pressed fat! No
Substitutes, no by products, just the real
McCoy! ! ! If this stuff doesn't clog, your
t '"rtfri
presse f titutes" by- J
-Sr * isr^ijffis5s^l arteries in 24 hours> we'11 ive yu yur
^^^^ ^ ies in 24 hours,we'll give you your i
^-^V^c^ money bock and o one pound
bag'
L 1 J n rW^1
^^^j of gristle!!! I money back and a one pound bag ot
Figure 13
gristle!!"16
Besides advertising, Hollywood has also referenced the ideas of food and consumption in many
of its movies. Vincent Vega in the blockbuster movie, Pulp Fiction refers to a five dollar shake
as ..."the best damn shake he ever
had."
Other
movies like: Eat Drink Man Woman, Scent of a
Green Papaya, Like Water for Chocolate, The
Thief, The Cook, The Wife Her Lover, Willie
Wonka, and Fatso; directly address the influence
--
,,1,
-.--
|
food has had on their cultures.17 Ang Lee, (fig.
;_.. ^^--_..
^
tA &
' '- tei^i ' m\ 14) the director of Eat Drink Man Woman states,
"food is communication and art, metaphor and
obsession. Eat Drink Man Woman is a movie that
has the preparation of food and its consumption as
a constant theme. Food is a symbol as well as
nourishment... a huge influence, with its themes of
hot and cold, of contrasts and of balance."18
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Since the early years of video art, artists have made television commercials a topic in their
work. From Television Delivers People(l973) by Richard Serra to Nam June Paik's Global
Groover( 1973), artists have incorporated actual commercials into their analysis of television
advertising to form an aesthetic and political critique
of mass
media.19 Just as Hans Haacke makes political
and economic forces the subject of his art, these
media artists "directly appropriate material from pro
gramming in order to foreground a materialistic cri
tique of the exigencies of production."20 In the video Figure 15
of Production Notes: Fast Food for Thought (fig. 15), Jason Simon "strings together a series of
seven popular television
commercials."
After watching each commercial, we view it again in
slow motion, "while on the soundtrack the advertising agencies production notes are read out
loud. We hear what the agency was seeking to sell and how and to whom. The result is a
cogent decoding of the strategies that are subtly, and usually invisible, played out in the com
mercial."21
figure 16
Thanks to Marcel Duchamp and his now famous ready-
mades (fig. 16), objects are increasingly being intro
duced into high culture as art - food is no exception.
Robert Rauschenberg attributes this to the qualities
inherent in certain objects. He states that, "a pair of
socks is no less suitable to make a painting than wood,
nails, turpentine, oil and
fabric."22
By stating this,
Rauschenberg recognizes that the most suitable objects
for art making are often those in daily use.
This is true with food as well. The selection of the object becomes more important than the
12
creation of the object. This is because the
implication and meaning of that very object is
called into question. By placing the object in
a gallery, its meaning is recontextualized. By
choosing a specific object over others, that
particular object has been given new meaning.
I emphasize this concept in my current body
of work, "BeefYou Feel Good
About."
By choosing chunks of processed cheese, dehydrated
beef, hormone injected dairy products, and vaccummed sealed wonder bread I have forced the
viewer to look at a specific object in a new and different light, (fig. 17)
Besides containing these "pedestals of precious
objects"
the body of work also consists of electronically repro
duced images and plastic boxes to encourage con
sumption and consumerism. Like Duchamp's ready-
mades, my pedestals "take a commonplace object out
of its customary setting and places it in a new and
unfamiliar
one."23
By taking a package of processed
American Cheese and placing it upon a pedestal,
enclosing the cheese in plastic and lighting it from
Figure 18
underneath - I have forced the viewer/consumer to
reexamine the importance and ideas behind processed cheese (fig. 18). The nutritious value as
well as the mode of packaging is placed under careful
scrutiny. Its attribute as a prepackaged
ready to go item is
highlighted via the displacement of it as a precious object. The idea of
transforming familiar objects and encouraging
us to look at them in a new and different way is
also indicative of the New Realist, Javacheff Christo. Christo is obsessed with wrapping and
packaging. Take for example his project in Miami, Florida.
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"Christo used over a billion feet of pink polypropylene
ribbon combined with 61/2 million square feet of pink
fabric for Surrounded Island (fig. 19). These materials
were picked after tests for there buoyancy and color
fastness. Christo rented Biscayne Bay, Florida to cover
the surrounding 200 feet from the island out, including
all 1 1 islands. He wanted to, emphasize the way the peo
ple ofMiami live, between land and water."24
Figure 19
Here Christo is talking about Miami culture and the idea of packaging it as a cultural and con
sumer good. Other considerations for Christo before undertaking a site specific piece range
from the erosion control of a specific fabric like the one that was used in Australia, to the
strength of nylon like the piece that was stretched between Rifle Gap, Colorado. Christo has
taken this idea ofwrapping things to a new dimension. He has produce environmental sculp
tures and landscapes known for there wrappings. By covering the Pont
Neuf-5 in Paris,
Christo was "accentuating the bridges sculptural detail while creating a majestic and mysteri
ous object of beauty. It also served to emphasize the importance of preserving such historical
monuments."26
The pedestals of precious objects in "Beef You Feel Good
About"
reexamines this idea of
preservation. I have chosen beef, cheese, bread, and milk as our cultural and historical monu
ments; bringing these objects together to represent our cultural heritage to our future genera
tions. The "Taste
It"
Boxes (fig. 20) found at the entrance of "Beef You Feel Good
About"
encourage one to participate in the space by: licking a diamond/pacifier ring, blowing on a
whistle pop, wearing a candy necklace or sucking on a dumdum. This act of participation is
14
further encouraged as you progress through the space
looking and learning about the culture you live in.
"Like Duchamp blurring the line between product and
art
object,"
the line continues to blur when your eyes
rest of the subject matter of "Beef You Feel Good
About."
(Duchamps subversion of the art object he pro
ceeded to mass produce his own serial versions ofmass
media imagery and packaging
designs."27
Pop Art is one of the best examples of artists reexamin
ing how they view and evaluate their culture. Richard
Hamilton, Roy Lichtenstein, Claus Oldenburg, and
Figure 20
James Rosenquist all used American culture, technology and more specifically the growth of
the fast food industry as their subject matter. These artists demonstrate the influences popular
culture has on art and vice versa. In the late 50's and early 60's, Hamilton used collage to
address issues from contemporary mass media to popular culture to advertising. His famous
piece, Just What is it That makes Today's Homes So
Different, So Appealing? (fig. 21) is a collage of a
stylized 1950's interior and represents a humorous
look at our consumers paradise. Not to mention
it addresses the beginning of the Pop Art move
ment.28
Roy Lichtenstein used images and materials that
were mass-produced and products of the industri
al environment, often extracting images from
their original context and parodying them. By
Figure 21
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magnifying and over-simplifying these images he was not making a social comment on the con
tent buy trying to make people more aware of the aesthetics of the 1960s. Lichtenstein once
said that "a prime exponent ofAmerican Pop Art, in which artifacts, mass media and products
from modern life were used as art forms in themselves."29
Figure 22
Claus Oldenburg was concerned with making art from materials and products from the com
mercial environment, (fig. 22) Oldenburg, who often reflected upon the American
"Fast-food"
empire that was developing in the late 60's, was interested in everyday life with its complex
changes and everyday ideas. He is interested in imitating and displacing one of the most potent
symbols ofAmerican Culture. In 1966
Oldenburg created many objects he called "mul
tiples."
Among them included, "Several hand
made objects that were to be cast and encased in
plastic. ..I proposed a selection of purchased food
imitations, like many of the items found in the
"museum."
But little came of this."30
Figure 23
One such example is the False Food Selections, Prototype Box of 1966. This was a unique pro
totype for proposed Fluxus Edition, consisting of an antique wood chest containing two sheets
16
of notes by Oldenburg and assorted
"false"
foods in plastic and rubber. Another example of
this is the Wedding Souvenir (fig. #23) multiples. In which roughly 250 slices ofwedding cake
were mass produced with a stamp on the bottom stating "Claus OldenburgWedding Souvenir
Los Angeles
1966."
These have ended up as full cakes on display in homes and in galleries
alike. But according to Oldenberg he prefers, "to insist on its original identity as part of a cake
- a multiple in the form of a
slice."
Several artists that I have been inspired by that
actually use food or the ideas behind food, as a
material for their sculptures or paintings include:
Charles Ray and his Marble Box Filled with Pepto-
Bismol (fig. 24); Sandy Skokland and her cheese
puff infested Cocktail Party, Joseph Beuys and his
Chair with Fat, Armand Arman's use resin to encase
objects to capture them in time; Daniel Spoerri's
snare pictures and his philosophy on tomatoes as
stated earlier in my thesis; Karen Finley's perfor
mance of pouring chocolate on her body and stuffing Jell-O in her bra; Wolfgang Laib's
Milestone (fig. 25) and his obsession with process not to mention his statement, "I feel that it
wouldn't even be necessary to make art because it is already
there."
Additional artist include: Pablo Picasso's-plate with
Wafers, AndyWarhols ideas about the mundane being extraor- |
dinary and his obsessive nature with documentation; Janine
Antoni's Gnaw Chocolate and Gnaw Lard that deals with
issues of eating disorders and uses bulimia as a metaphor for a
"neurotic and insatiable consumer
society"31 "BeefYou Feel
Good
About"
fits into this social context by re-examining the
Figure 25
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way in which we buy, package and sell food, the way in which we consume our "federal daily
requirements."
As one enters the gallery they find billboard-like images
that upon first glance appear as pleasing and attractive
advertisements, while underlying the aesthetic beauty
are the cultural and social implications. "In it's most
basic form, a consumer culture is one in which the activi
ties and ethics of a society are determined by patterns of
Figure 26
consumption."
These patterns are the foundations of
"Beef You Feel Good
About."
Our society has become so obsessed with moving and growing at
a faster and quicker pace that we have not stopped to consider the implications of our "con
sumer
culture."32 (fig. 26) From bringing home the bacon to frying it up in a pan we have
allowed our lives to be consumed by consumerism. "American culture of the 1960s revolved
around issues of consumption not only the larger scale of governmental policy and legislation,
economic planning, and corporate growth, but on the microeconomics level of personal
lifestyle as well."33 The idea of keeping up with the Jones was born and the young urban pro
fessionals that grew up in the 60's became known as the yuppie generation. But if we are
always keeping up with the Jones and striving to live the "good
life"
then we are never enjoy
ing the here and now. We have become powerless in our search for Utopia "because the effects
of consumption are so widespread and profound, discussions of consumption must extend to
social and cultural aspects as
well."34 The stereotypes of women in the kitchen and doing the
shopping "perpetuates the social stereotypes, ethnic categorization,
and gender
roles."35
The time and mood was right for the emergence ofwhat is now known as "pop
art."
The
movement from 1958 to 1968 that explored contemporary American life. The ideas or rather
questions that pop art raises were a sense of
ambivalence and ambiguity. Did their images,
"represent a positive statement, a glorification or celebration of the consumer
ethic,"
or did
18
they "represent a criticism of the dehumanizing results of such economic activity and indict
ment of a society for which standardization, impersonality, and vulgar banality have become
the norm."36 The world of pop art was undeniably drawn from advertisements, movies, mar
keting, and consumer culture.
Figure 27
These same themes of advertising, mass marketing and consumerism that concerned pop artists
are also found in "Beef You Feel Good
About."
(fig. 27) The large images on the wall direct
digital scans instead of the more traditional photographic process. This was done for two rea
sons. First, I wanted to use a modern way of photographing my images and too better empha
size how technology is affecting all aspects of life. The digital era has arrived. I am not saying
"paper is dead"; far from it, this is just a faster more environmentally friendly, economically
draining way of doing things. I wanted to use the computer to capture my images and then to
Figure 28
output them directly. I did no manipulation of them except for aesthetic visual placement
upon the scanner. I chose objects from local area grocery stores, (fig. 28) These objects were
not random. I was trying to cover all the food groups; Breads, cereal, Rice, Pasta; vegetables,
fruits; milk, yogurt, cheese; meat, poultry, fish,; beans, eggs, nuts; fats and sugars. The second
19
thing was picking items that were packaged and "ready to go". By this I mean packaged for
people, for Americans on the go in this fast past techno-industrial society. Individual, pre
cooked, pre-chopped, pre-diced, sliced and shredded. All for the ease and convenience for us,
the consumer.
"Beef You Feel Good
About"
visually represents our culture at the turn of the century. I have
chosen food technology as a metaphor for our culture, our need to buy and "shop 'til you
drop;"37
our need to have everything faster and better than ever before; our need to be enter
tained instead of entertaining ourselves; our need to touch and feel and smell and our need to
know everything that is going on exactly as it is going on. (fig. 29) Take for example today's
super market. I still remember my thoughts and overwhelming sense of awe the day I walked
into Wegmans. All the color and rich aromas and vast selection. I could look and touch and
feel and smell-all that my American senses desired.
Figure 29
But when "one stands long enough, the sensual experience begins to ebb and feel hollow. Why
is it that the butchers have no blood on their white
aprons?"38
Why is it that when you pur
chase your tuna and salmon there are no heads lying around and more importantly the air is
aromatic not caked with fishy aromas. All the consumer sees is
20
"a little trimming here and a lot of wrapping there. In fact the entire store lacks any
aroma at all. Every piece ofmeat and fish is hermetically sealed. The presliced pepper-
onis are spread on a piece of cardboard like a winning poker hand, then vacuumed in a
skin of plastic. Back at produce, there is another sign, dangling between the
'fresh'
and
the
'organic,'
advising that all the fruits and vegetables are dipped in a prophylactic of
'Food grade vegetable-petroleum-beeswax or Lac-Resin-based Wax or Resin to maintain
freshness.'"39
Within the last ten years, the stock at the average supermarket has almost doubled to 30,000
products.40 The vast array of products and items to feast upon are only the beginning-the
ambush begins with the produce section.
"Sixty percent of all supermarkets begin with produce; the
others begin with flowers. The idea is to tantalize the cus
tomer, to draw you in with eye-catching displays and the
promise of bounty and freshness-as if you were entering a Figure 30
true open-air market. After that the layout is designed
toward one end: encouraging as many unplanned purchases as
possible."41 (fig. 30)
From the physical design to the metaphysical state, we have no artillery that can defend us.
Even those that remember their shopping lists are not prepared for what lurks in the shadows.
According to a research funded by Coca-Cola Research Council, only thirty-one percent of
the population arrives with a shopping list. But this doesn't prevent one from getting addition
ally purchases. This is what the supper market industry is counting on, what the industry is
manipulating us into. From the moment you step inside to every direction that you turn,
from the placement of products to the music tempo, these are the necessary ingredients and
have been strategically configured to slow the customer down in order to increase sales.
21
Take for example the placement of your product. According to a study done by Eastman
Kodak, "The best viewing angle is fifteen degrees below the horizontal, the choicest elevation
on any isle has been measured at
51"
to
53"
off the floor."42 These are the products not neces
sarily found on your list and are the most expensive. It makes sense to have a product that
almost everyone uses (chicken, beef, and vegetable bouillon) found on the bottom shelf. Why
waste a prime location on an item that you know the consumer will buy? Figure 31
eeps yourVegetables Fresher Longer
Have you ever thought about the food you buy when it says "Longer Shelf
Life"
or "Locked in
Freshness."
(fig. 31) This sardonic humor is emphasized in the title "Beef You Feel Good
About."
From the pedestals of precious objects (being 51-53 inches high to better promote
and encourage purchasing,) to the names of the specific pieces, even to the typeface
used,43
these are all taken into consideration to entice the viewer into the space. But after the over
whelming beauty of the images and pretty colors have passed, (just like the butcher shop) you
glance down at the title and description of the piece and are reminded of the price that we are
paying
- for our technology that is. The following are examples of the pieces found in "Beef
You Feel Good
About."
3=
TO
Figure 32
HANDLE HERE- (fig. 32) represents the epitome of our processed nation. The bacon
here is wrapped individually microwavable plastic, enclosed with a towelette to aid in
22
the absorption of the grease. The title gives reference to the worlds stamped on the
ends of the bag which simple states. ..handle here. Directing the consumer to hold the
bag at the edges - just in case one forgot that microwaving things causes them to get
HOT!
Figure 33
SAFE HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS- (fig.33) This is the sticker found on all meat
products today. This label reminds the consumer that you need to wash all utensils
and any area that comes into contact with the product that is enclosed.
Figure 34
DANGER OF SUFFOCATION, KEEP AWAY FROM BABIES- (fig. 34) This modern
convenience allows the consumer the ease of selecting the choices morsels and a speci
fied quantity. This is great for people who are in a hurry and do not have time to wash
their own fruits and vegetable. But this plastic bag reminds that this convenience may
also kill your baby.
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Figure 35
RECOMMENDED SELL BYNOV. 07- (fig. 35) Another great example that we are
loosing touch with reality when an expiration date appears on fruit and vegetables.
This bag of food that has been processed, prechopped and precooked for your conve
nience has also become expendable. So remember that you bake a potato in an oven,
and that if it gets soft and smelly- don't eat it.
Figure 36
And my personal favorite, IMPORTANT-OPEN SLOWLY (fig. 36). This came about
by the numerous complaints that individually wrapped cheeses would break at the top
when they were opened. To solve this dilemma, the manufactures printed the instruc
tions for the correct way to open Individually wrapped cheese to keep the its perfectly
square flat aesthetically pleasing form.
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Figure 37
I have focused on the billboard reference to my pieces for two reasons. The first being the
viewer. I wanted the viewer to feel as though there is a message, that the
"normal"
advertise
ments we see today needs to be reexamined. That the "Beef You Feel Good
About,"
campaign
is just that, a campaign to heighten sales and increase revenue. That the image of the All
American family sitting down to dinner at 5pm is as common place as the horse and buggy.
Secondly is the ideas of processing and process. These are important elements in my images
which are readymades and that will become ready made by the very consumers they were creat
ed for. These elements reinforce technology and how we have become a nation on the move.
That chicken cordon bleu is something you get at Wendy's not at home or in a fancy restau
rant; but on the way to work or home or somewhere else. So the next time you bite into your
two all beef patties, ask yourself if it is "BeefYou Can Feel Good
About."
THE END
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